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This report was generated on 09/11/17, giving the results for 13700 respondents.
A filter of 'Where do you currently study? Please pick one=University of the West of England, 
Bristol   ' has been applied to the data.

The following charts are restricted to the top 12 codes. Lists are restricted to the most recent
100 rows. 

Which of these best describes the course you are currently taking?
Please select one only

Entry-level (e.g. Skills for Life or ESOL)    (-)

Foundation / Level 1    (9)

GCSEs / NVQ 2 / other equivalent Level 2
qualification    (1)

A / AS-levels / NVQ 3 / BTEC National / Access
course / equivalent Level 3 qualification    (-)

Apprenticeship (Intermediate / Advanced /
Higher)    (-)

BA / BSc / BEd / Foundation Degree / HNC /
HND / other equivalent Level 4 qualification

(179)

MA / MRes / MSc / MEd / MPhil / MBA / PGCE /
other postgraduate qualification    (28)

PHD / D.Phil / professional doctorate other
doctoral degree  (-)

Other qualification  (4)

I finished my course in the last year (-)

13%

81%

2%

4%

0%



What year of study are you in?

Please pick one

Undergraduate 1st Year    (62)

Undergraduate 2nd Year    (52)

Undergraduate 3rd Year    (58)

Undergraduate 4th Year    (5)

Undergraduate 5th or greater year  (2) 1%

35%

29%

32%

3%



Where do you currently study?

Please pick one

University of the West of England, Bristol    (221)

Aberystwyth University    (-)

Abingdon and Witney College    (-)

Accrington and Rossendale College    (-)

Alton College    (-)

Amersham & Wycombe College    (-)

Andover College    (-)

Anglia Ruskin University    (-)

Aquinas College    (-)

Arts University Bournemouth    (-)

Ashton Sixth Form College    (-)

Askham Bryan College    (-)

100%



How many academic years have passed since you last studied prior to attending your current 
university? 
Select one only

0, I have come straight to university    (92)

1 year since formal study    (28)

2-5 years    (26)

More than 5 years  (18)

56%

17%

16%

11%



Which option best describes your course or degree?  
Select one only

Business and administrative studies (35)

Social sciences (23)

Medicine, dentistry and related subjects (22)

Computer sciences (19)

Architecture, building and planning (15)

Engineering and technology (15)

Other (15)

Law (13)

Creative arts and design (12)

Biological sciences (11)

Education (8)

Languages, literature and culture (6)

6%

6%

7%

7%

17%

3%

5%

7%

11%

11%

9%

4%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (The proximity of the university / college to home)

Very important (56)

Somewhat important (68)

Neither important nor unimportant (25)

Somewhat unimportant (24)

Very unimportant (37)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (1) 0%

0%

17%

26%

32%

12%

11%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (How seriously the university / college takes environmental issues)

Very important (30)

Somewhat important (74)

Neither important nor unimportant (64)

Somewhat unimportant (28)

Very unimportant (18)

Don’t know (6)

Rather not say (-)

3%

8%

14%

34%

29%

13%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (Nightlife)

Very important (28)

Somewhat important (68)

Neither important nor unimportant (39)

Somewhat unimportant (34)

Very unimportant (45)

Don’t know (4)

Rather not say (2)

15%

1%

2%

20%

13%

31%

18%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (How seriously the university / college takes global development issues)

Very important (29)

Somewhat important (71)

Neither important nor unimportant (58)

Somewhat unimportant (35)

Very unimportant (17)

Don’t know (10)

Rather not say (-)

5%

8%

13%

32%

26%

16%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (The position of the course in league tables)

Very important (40)

Somewhat important (97)

Neither important nor unimportant (46)

Somewhat unimportant (26)

Very unimportant (7)

Don’t know (3)

Rather not say (-)

12%

44%

21%

1%

3%

18%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (The position of the university / college in league tables   )

Very important (27)

Somewhat important (104)

Neither important nor unimportant (47)

Somewhat unimportant (29)

Very unimportant (12)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (-)

0%

5%

12%

47%

21%

13%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (Attractiveness of location   )

Very important (69)

Somewhat important (99)

Neither important nor unimportant (32)

Somewhat unimportant (12)

Very unimportant (9)

Don’t know (-)

Rather not say (-)

4%

31%

45%

14%

5%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (The ‘A’ level or equivalent grades or points demanded   )

Very important (57)

Somewhat important (99)

Neither important nor unimportant (29)

Somewhat unimportant (19)

Very unimportant (16)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (-)

26%

45%

7%

0%

13%

9%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (The teaching methods)

Very important (108)

Somewhat important (83)

Neither important nor unimportant (21)

Somewhat unimportant (6)

Very unimportant (3)

Don’t know (-)

Rather not say (-)

3%

1%

49%

38%

10%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (The reputation of the university / college )

Very important (63)

Somewhat important (112)

Neither important nor unimportant (30)

Somewhat unimportant (11)

Very unimportant (4)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (-)

14%

0%

29%

2%

5%

51%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (Reputation of the course)

Very important (91)

Somewhat important (94)

Neither important nor unimportant (22)

Somewhat unimportant (8)

Very unimportant (3)

Don’t know (-)

Rather not say (-)

1%

42%

43%

10%

4%



How important were the following when choosing which college or university to apply to?
For each option, select one only
 (Employment prospects after completing the course)

Very important (142)

Somewhat important (50)

Neither important nor unimportant (15)

Somewhat unimportant (4)

Very unimportant (7)

Don’t know (-)

Rather not say (-)

3%

65%

23%

7%

2%



What were the main reasons for taking the course you're currently studying?
Please select your top three reasons only

To gain qualifications    (99)

To improve my chances of getting a job    (96)

To improve my earning potential    (58)

For the experience    (35)

To learn more about interesting subjects    (66)

To challenge myself    (52)

I have always wanted to    (53)

It was the natural progression for me    (57)

To mix with different types of people    (16)

To improve my ability to make a difference to
other people    (49)

To improve my ability to make a difference to the
environment  (18)

Other (5) 2%

8%

24%

22%

26%

7%

24%

30%

45%

43%

26%

16%



If other, please specify

Last second desigion without any regret

I did it at a-level

Took the course so I could become qualified in a field I geniuinley enjoyed.

In order to gain professional chartered status

It was the only route to become a qualified nurse



Which, if any, of the following groups, clubs or societies are you part of at your current 
university / college? 
Please select all that apply

Sports clubs or teams    (79)

Volunteering to help other people    (33)

Fun / special interest clubs    (42)

Course related / academic clubs    (66)

Faith    (14)

Student media    (9)

Political    (12)

Fundraising    (14)

Course representative    (28)

Volunteering to help the environment    (19)

Other  (11)

None of these (62)

30%

28%

5%

9%

13%

6%

5%

4%

6%

36%

15%

19%



Please tell us what other groups, clubs or societies you're part of.

Bar School

Students Rep

SAGUWE part of the Student Scout And Guide Organisation (SSAGO)

paintball

Kickboxing and Muay Thai

Afro Caribbean society

Dance Society, Orchestra and Musical Theatre group who do a musical each year

Peer Assisted Learning

Innovators & Entrepreneurs

LGBT+



What motivated you to take part in these clubs, societies or groups? 
Please select all that apply

To meet new people / make friends    (105)

To have fun    (95)

To develop skills    (77)

To gain work experience / develop my CV    (65)

To keep fit    (61)

To improve things / help other people    (54)

To enhance learning from my course    (52)

I wanted to make a difference    (40)

To fill spare time    (36)

To gain an award / certificate / accreditation    (23)

I believe it’s my duty    (12)

It’s part of my course    (6)

8%

15%

23%

25%

33%

34%

39%

66%

60%

49%

41%

4%

Please tell us why else you got involved.

Because those were the things I've always been passionate about and want to continue to do so

To further educate myself in areas I had no prior lnowledge in

Support/have fun with my friends



Please read the following list of skills, knowledge and attributes carefully.

Thinking of your time at university / college, have any of the following been covered in the 
teaching so far?
Select all that apply

Understanding how human activity is affecting nature (61)

The causes of inequality in the world (77)

Using resources efficiently to limit the impact on the environment and other people (68)

Considering ethical issues linked to your subject (142)

Challenging the way we do things now (like business, politics, education) (125)

Looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world (73)

Looking at a problem using information from different subjects or disciplines (107)

Solving problems by thinking about whole systems – including different connections and
interactions (124)

Planning for the long term, as well as the short term (131)

Understanding how to create change  (92)

Communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people (108)

59%

51%

51%

35%

59%

29%

36%

32%

67%

44%

62%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Understanding how human activitiy is affecting 
nature)

Very important (86)

Fairly important (68)

Neither important nor unimportant (44)

Not very important (9)

Not at all important (5)

Don’t know (3) 1%

2%

20%

40%

4%

32%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (The causes of inequality in the world)

Very important (80)

Fairly important (94)

Neither important nor unimportant (27)

Not very important (14)

Not at all important (3)

Don’t know (2) 1%

1%

36%

43%

12%

6%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Using resources efficiently to limit the impact on the 
environment and other people)

Very important (73)

Fairly important (104)

Neither important nor unimportant (32)

Not very important (9)

Not at all important (1)

Don’t know (1) 0%

0%

33%

47%

15%

4%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Considering ethical issues linked to your subject)

Very important (113)

Fairly important (78)

Neither important nor unimportant (14)

Not very important (4)

Not at all important (2)

Don’t know (4) 2%

1%

53%

36%

7%

2%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Looking at global problems from the perspective of 
people from around the world)

Very important (72)

Fairly important (92)

Neither important nor unimportant (34)

Not very important (13)

Not at all important (4)

Don’t know (5) 2%

2%

33%

42%

15%

6%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Challenging the way we do things now (like business, 
politics, education))

Very important (93)

Fairly important (87)

Neither important nor unimportant (27)

Not very important (6)

Not at all important (2)

Don’t know (4) 2%

1%

42%

40%

12%

3%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Looking at a problem using information from different 
subjects or disciplines)

Very important (78)

Fairly important (98)

Neither important nor unimportant (27)

Not very important (12)

Not at all important (1)

Don’t know (3) 1%

0%

36%

45%

12%

5%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Solving problems by thinking about whole systems – 
including different connections and interactions)

Very important (107)

Fairly important (79)

Neither important nor unimportant (26)

Not very important (4)

Not at all important (2)

Don’t know (3) 1%

1%

48%

36%

12%

2%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Planning for the long term, as well as the short term)

Very important (126)

Fairly important (70)

Neither important nor unimportant (17)

Not very important (3)

Not at all important (2)

Don’t know (1) 0%

1%

58%

32%

8%

1%

And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Understanding how to create change)

Very important (85)

Fairly important (100)

Neither important nor unimportant (22)

Not very important (8)

Not at all important (3)

Don’t know (3) 1%

1%

38%

45%

10%

4%



And how important to you individually that you learn these skills, attributes and knowledge 
during your time at university / college?
Please select one for each option (Communicating complex information clearly and 
effectively to different types of people)

Very important (117)

Fairly important (84)

Neither important nor unimportant (13)

Not very important (3)

Not at all important (1)

Don’t know (1) 0%

0%

53%

38%

6%

1%



Imagine all university / college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed 
to help other people and the environment. 

What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help 
other people and the environment within your own course would be?
Thinking about the skills and knowledge covered in this survey, please select one 
answer for each option
 (Build the material into the existing content in the course )

Extremely relevant  (97)

Somewhat relevant (81)

Neither relevant nor irrelevant (10)

Somewhat irrelevant (14)

Extremely irrelevant (7)

Don’t know (8)

Rather not say (1) 0%

4%

3%

45%

37%

6%

5%



Imagine all university / college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed 
to help other people and the environment. 

What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help 
other people and the environment within your own course would be?
Thinking about the skills and knowledge covered in this survey, please select one 
answer for each option
 (Offer a specific module on the course)

Extremely relevant  (66)

Somewhat relevant (93)

Neither relevant nor irrelevant (24)

Somewhat irrelevant (16)

Extremely irrelevant (14)

Don’t know (4)

Rather not say (-)

7%

2%

11%

6%

43%

30%



Imagine all university / college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed 
to help other people and the environment. 

What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help 
other people and the environment within your own course would be?
Thinking about the skills and knowledge covered in this survey, please select one 
answer for each option
 (Run extra-curricular activities within departments )

Extremely relevant  (63)

Somewhat relevant (98)

Neither relevant nor irrelevant (37)

Somewhat irrelevant (13)

Extremely irrelevant (6)

Don’t know (3)

Rather not say (-)

1%

3%

29%

45%

17%

6%



Imagine all university / college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed 
to help other people and the environment. 

What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help 
other people and the environment within your own course would be?
Thinking about the skills and knowledge covered in this survey, please select one 
answer for each option
 (Run extra-curricular activities within the students' union)

Extremely relevant  (61)

Somewhat relevant (104)

Neither relevant nor irrelevant (35)

Somewhat irrelevant (13)

Extremely irrelevant (4)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (1)

47%

0%

2%

28%

6%

16%

0%



Imagine all university / college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed 
to help other people and the environment. 

What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help 
other people and the environment within your own course would be?
Thinking about the skills and knowledge covered in this survey, please select one 
answer for each option
 (Offer placements or work experience)

Extremely relevant  (114)

Somewhat relevant (79)

Neither relevant nor irrelevant (18)

Somewhat irrelevant (4)

Extremely irrelevant (3)

Don’t know (-)

Rather not say (-)

2%

1%

8%

52%

36%



Imagine all university / college courses are required to include the skills and knowledge needed 
to help other people and the environment. 

What do you think the most relevant way of including the skills and knowledge needed to help 
other people and the environment within your own course would be?
Thinking about the skills and knowledge covered in this survey, please select one 
answer for each option
 (Link coursework or dissertations to the issues)

Extremely relevant  (87)

Somewhat relevant (86)

Neither relevant nor irrelevant (22)

Somewhat irrelevant (14)

Extremely irrelevant (7)

Don’t know (4)

Rather not say (-)

2%

3%

40%

39%

10%

6%



If your course includes completing a dissertation, what do you hope to get out of completing 
your dissertation?
Please select all that apply

To help me get a job when I graduate (121)

To find out more about a topic I'm interested in
(136)

To get a good mark (122)

To learn new skills (114)

To work with a particular academic (27)

To use my research to help make a difference to
other people (102)

To use my research to help make a difference to
the environment (46)

Other (2)

None of these (-)

Don't know (6)

Not applicable - I don't have to do a dissertation
(15)

1%

22%

50%

13%

59%

66%

59%

3%

7%

55%

If other, please specify

To become published

Have it published



To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statement about the place where 
you currently study:

"I am able to contribute to the development of the curriculum for my course."

Please select one only
 ()

Strongly agree (47)

Agree (95)

Neither agree nor disagree (45)

Disagree (21)

Strongly disagree (4)

Don't know (9) 4%

2%

21%

43%

20%

10%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Understanding how human activity is affecting nature)

Very important (63)

Somewhat important (68)

Neither important nor unimportant (44)

Somewhat unimportant (25)

Very unimportant (12)

Don’t know (6)

Rather not say (1)

3%

5%

29%

31%

20%

11%

0%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (The causes of inequality in the world  )

Very important (56)

Somewhat important (76)

Neither important nor unimportant (47)

Somewhat unimportant (29)

Very unimportant (7)

Don’t know (5)

Rather not say (-)

2%

3%

25%

35%

21%

13%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Using resources efficiently to limit the impact on the environment and other people)

Very important (91)

Somewhat important (80)

Neither important nor unimportant (26)

Somewhat unimportant (9)

Very unimportant (11)

Don’t know (3)

Rather not say (-)

12%

4%

1%

5%

41%

36%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Considering ethical issues linked to your subject)

Very important (104)

Somewhat important (85)

Neither important nor unimportant (18)

Somewhat unimportant (9)

Very unimportant (4)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (-)

0%

2%

47%

38%

8%

4%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Challenging the way we do things now (like business, politics, education))

Very important (90)

Somewhat important (87)

Neither important nor unimportant (35)

Somewhat unimportant (5)

Very unimportant (2)

Don’t know (2)

Rather not say (-)

1%

1%

41%

39%

16%

2%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Looking at global problems from the perspective of people from around the world)

Very important (66)

Somewhat important (100)

Neither important nor unimportant (35)

Somewhat unimportant (15)

Very unimportant (2)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (-)

0%

1%

30%

46%

16%

7%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Looking at a problem using information from different subjects or disciplines)

Very important (92)

Somewhat important (87)

Neither important nor unimportant (26)

Somewhat unimportant (5)

Very unimportant (3)

Don’t know (6)

Rather not say (-)

3%

1%

42%

40%

12%

2%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Solving problems by thinking about whole systems – including different connections 
and interactions)

Very important (126)

Somewhat important (70)

Neither important nor unimportant (14)

Somewhat unimportant (3)

Very unimportant (3)

Don’t know (5)

Rather not say (-)

2%

1%

57%

32%

6%

1%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Planning for the long term, as well as the short term)

Very important (144)

Somewhat important (60)

Neither important nor unimportant (11)

Somewhat unimportant (3)

Very unimportant (-)

Don’t know (1)

Rather not say (-)

0%

66%

27%

5%

1%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Understanding how to create change)

Very important (104)

Somewhat important (85)

Neither important nor unimportant (21)

Somewhat unimportant (4)

Very unimportant (2)

Don’t know (3)

Rather not say (-)

1%

1%

47%

39%

10%

2%



How important do you think the following skills and knowledge are to your future employers?
Please select one for each option
 (Communicating complex information clearly and effectively to different types of people)

Very important (141)

Somewhat important (59)

Neither important nor unimportant (13)

Somewhat unimportant (3)

Very unimportant (1)

Don’t know (3)

Rather not say (-)

1%

0%

64%

27%

6%

1%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (A chance to work in a business / organisation that makes a difference to social and 
environmental issues    )

Very important (64)

Fairly important (99)

Neither important nor unimportant (30)

Not very important (14)

Not at all important (7)

Don’t know (1) 0%

3%

30%

46%

14%

7%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (A job that matches the skills I have, without additional training    )

Very important (61)

Fairly important (89)

Neither important nor unimportant (38)

Not very important (23)

Not at all important (6)

Don’t know (2) 1%

3%

28%

41%

17%

11%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (A role that contributes to helping the environment    )

Very important (41)

Fairly important (87)

Neither important nor unimportant (59)

Not very important (21)

Not at all important (6)

Don’t know (1) 0%

3%

19%

40%

27%

10%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (A good starting salary        )

Very important (81)

Fairly important (109)

Neither important nor unimportant (23)

Not very important (3)

Not at all important (2)

Don’t know (-)

1%

37%

50%

11%

1%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (A role that contributes to development within the local community  )

Very important (63)

Fairly important (95)

Neither important nor unimportant (50)

Not very important (8)

Not at all important (2)

Don’t know (2)

4%

1%

1%

29%

43%

23%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (Opportunities to progress quickly)

Very important (87)

Fairly important (98)

Neither important nor unimportant (22)

Not very important (8)

Not at all important (1)

Don’t know (1) 0%

0%

40%

45%

10%

4%



Thinking about your future employer, how important, if at all, do you think the following factors 
will be when considering which jobs to apply for?
Please select only for each option
 (Other)

Very important (20)

Fairly important (20)

Neither important nor unimportant (35)

Not very important (2)

Not at all important (6)

Don’t know (90) 52%

3%

12%

12%

20%

1%

If other, please specify

Distance

Other job opportunities

good working culture, a developed set of values

Opportunities to progress and at the same time make long-term differences on a global perspective

good people person

to travel with work and interact with other countries and cultures to bring about change

Na

/

Their values linked to the job

N/A

Enjoying your team that you work with

-

Location and a team that shares similar ideas as me

Being able to overcome complex communication issues

Location from home, Work/Life balance, accessability to family.

Help people

Distance from home, to the place you work.

Current employer offers international opportunities

?



Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would 
choose.
Select one only

23%

77%

Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would 
choose.
Select one only

50%

50%

Assuming all other factors are equal, please select which option you think that you would 
choose.
Select one only

49%

51%



We'd like to know what your plans are for after you finish your course.  

What kind of organisation do you see yourself working in when you have completed 
your current course?
Please pick one only

Healthcare (47)

Business, consulting and management (35)

Teaching and education (26)

Marketing, advertising and PR (25)

Engineering and manufacturing (23)

Information technology (19)

Charity and voluntary organisation (18)

Creative arts and design (17)

Law (17)

Media and internet (16)

Science and pharmaceuticals (16)

Property and construction (14)

8%

7%

8%

9%

10%

21%

16%

12%

6%

8%

7%

11%



Please tell us what type of organisation you see yourself working in.

Fashion

Computing/software engineering

filmmaking

Coding and creation

Military

psychology

architects office

property

design

Politics - Public Sector/Translation/Intelligence

Research, PHD perhaps

To what extent, if at all, do you agree that universities / colleges should be obliged to develop 
student’s social and environmental skills as part of their courses? 
Select one only

Strongly agree    (75)

Agree    (100)

Neither agree nor disagree    (34)

Disagree    (7)

Strongly disagree    (2)

Don’t know    (1)

Rather not say  (-)

0%

1%

34%

46%

16%

3%



To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please select one only for each statement
 (My university / college takes action to limit the negative impact it has on the 
environment and society )

Strongly agree (53)

Agree (124)

Neither agree nor disagree (16)

Disagree (3)

Strongly disagree (2)

Don’t know (14)

8%

58%

25%

1%

7%

1%



To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please select one only for each statement
 (My students' union takes action to limit the negative impact it has on the environment 
and society)

Strongly agree (52)

Agree (115)

Neither agree nor disagree (19)

Disagree (11)

Strongly disagree (1)

Don’t know (20)

0%

24%

53%

9%

5%

9%



To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
Please select one only for each statement
 (Being a student at my university / college encourages me to think and act to help the 
environment, and other people)

Strongly agree (44)

Agree (97)

Neither agree nor disagree (56)

Disagree (14)

Strongly disagree (4)

Don’t know (5)

2%

20%

44%

25%

6%

2%

What do you understand the term ‘sustainable development’ to mean? 
Please write your answer into the box below

Such as recycling, using materials that are sustainable (re-usable) clean and don't impact anything
negatively.

to be able to develop something by using sustainable techniques that limit the affect on the
environment and can be used for many years without running out of the materials needed.

Methods that can sustain us without harming the environment

Improving society and the lifestyles of people in it without negative impact for future generations

Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs

To be able to think about tomorrow, knowing that the plans you that are in the process do not have a
negative effect on tomorrow.

Limited impact on environment

To make sure short term decisions have a positive benefit for the future

Being able to depend on itself As it develops

Enough supplies are provided for the growth of something without affecting others.

building things that will last a long time, that are also forward thinking as to what the future might need.

Development that can be continued in the long terme e.g. does not use all funds and resources that
cannot be replenished within a reasonable time frame

Ensuring that we can provide the best we can for our generation without negativity impacting on future
generations.



What do you understand the term ‘sustainable development’ to mean? 
Please write your answer into the box below

Development that doesn't cause a negative effect on the environment and depletion of natural
resources

economic development

improving economy, our self and others while limiting the effects it has on the environment/nature

Development that meets the needs of the present without affecting the needs of the future

Finding a way to live comfortable now without limiting the future generations environment

Developing a project to produce the least negative impact possible on the environment, sourcing
renewable energy/materials and the longevity of the outcome.

A environment that meets the current needs

Not an end state and a mature way to create processes that will bring a social/natural/economic long
term growth

developing something in a responsible, non-wasteful way towards the environment

Taking account of the impact (socially, environmentally, economically) your project or construction has
and working to reduce these issues.

Going forward in a way that can be maintained and does not harm the environment

sustainable development means to build and create to meet the current needs of our economy without
limiting the needs of future generations.

Development that doesnt deplete environmental resources. It could also be economically and socially
sustainable.

A development that in no way compromises the environment in the foreseeable future, i.e a building
constructed from renewable materials that will be in constant use without deteriorating whilst powered
by a renewable source

development that does not have a negative impact there for can be sustained at no cost to
environment/society/culture

Developing in a way that can continue for the future and is not just a short term solution

respect people and environment

Being able to use present resources, without compromising future ones.

to devleop in a way that does not exploit the enviroment/our resources

Looking after the planet for future generations while still developing for humans needs

developments that meet the needs of the present without compromising the opportunities of future
generations

Development that doesn't affect natural resources

When the resources you use today doesn't compromise the future use of them.

That it works in harmony with the planet.

Development that won't affect future generations in a bad way

Long term positive Development

Development which meets the needs of the current generation without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.

Developing what we have using Resources that don’t run out or harm the environment

Developing without depleting natural resources, by using alternative means of development.

A development that meets the needs of future generations as well as present, for example, not using
resources for short-term gains at the expense of future, long-term needs

Renewable/recyclable sources and resources



What do you understand the term ‘sustainable development’ to mean? 
Please write your answer into the box below

a development that has a long lasting impact, that is beneficial and environmental friendly for the
future.

Carbon footprint

the long lasting guaranteed, creation.

I’m not sure

Producing something that will not negatively use current materials and resources that will effect the
use of the same materials or the wellbeing of the future generations

Using resources that are sustainable, without any adverse affects to develop our world

developing society for a better

Development that meets the needs of the current population but does not exhaust the world's
resources.

It is development in the environment without the use of natural resources

To develop that can continue; without badly impacting the environment, society or the economy.

To ensure that future developments to society, whether that be environmental or policies are be
continued and maintained for lasting periods of time

development or change that will last

It is the development of the society as a whole, without contributing to more adverse effects that the
environment, or resources, is currently facing

It is realizing that all things come from somewhere and will have to be disposed of. It is incorporating
this into the development plan and trying to minimize both impact on people and nature.

Growth in an area that does not put excess strain on the environment or surroundings (socially) or
balances this strain out

economic growth that recognises the limited capacity of the natural environment to supply resources
and absorb pollution.

Sustainable development is meeting the needs of this generation without comprimising the needs of
the future

When things develop in a way that either helps the environment or doesnt change the current
environmental situation

Something that is built and developed for the long term. Something to bring positive changes to the
environment and social culture, as well as politics, within the foreseeable future.

Development for the future that does not drain natural resources

sustainable development is  development which takes place over a long course to maintain human
resources.

Progress without sacrificing the future

Think about long term effects. Build for the future and protect the environment

Present Realist developments that have no negative impact on the future

Development that does not have a negative effect on environment or society

Developing societies and humans as species and not destroying the planet and enviroment at the
same time. We probably have to reform capitalism to make that happen tho.

Development that is economically and environmentally manageable. No long term effect to future
generations.

Keeping use of unwanted resources and using them effectively

Change for the good

Economic development that doesn't have a negative impact on natural rescources



What do you understand the term ‘sustainable development’ to mean? 
Please write your answer into the box below

Being able to innovate and develop in a sustainable fashion to prolong the environment and reduce
your carbon footprint

n/a

Developing sustainably - when building it is important to know how we can make it sustainable.
Whether business, social or environmental

Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present, without compromising
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs

Does what it says on the tin. Literally is creating a model, of whatever the subject matter being, where
development within that area is sustainable for future years.

Progressing the human race to a state where we are living within our current and future means (I'm
studying sustainable development, so hopefully I've got this right!  ??)

Taking into consideration both the short and long term affects of our actions on our environment.

Sustainable development is creating change and progression that can be maintained at the new
standard. It often links to the resources/energy used that is renewable and therefore will always be
accessible to maintain the new standard.

A way of development that ensures that all resources used are preserved

Monitored development of society to ensure no damage to the environment or lives of its people
occurs.

Development which impacts the long term future to a large extent

Development that can also help future generations.

Using resources that will not run out?

Creating growth and longer term change that positively impacts society whilst minimising the negative
effect or positively effecting the natural environment so that we can continue to access resources over
a longer period of time with as small an impact as possible.

Constantly improving myself through the skills and knowledge i gain

To build and create to ensure that the impact of today isn't affecting the opportunities and chances for
those tomorrow.

Human progression that limits the negative economic, social and environmental prospects for the
future.

to not take away from a system but to sustain if not build to it.

Meeting needs of current population whilst considering needs of future population

Creating something that can be reused plenty of times without the need to create additional resources
which can influence negative impacts.

Getting better without using an excess amount of resources.

Considering the impact the developments have on the environment

development to the needs without affecting the future

In the long run.

I have no idea.

Environmental concerns at the forefront of plans and actions



Taking a definition of sustainable development as:

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”

To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements:
Please select one for each statement
 (Sustainable development is something which universities / colleges should actively 
incorporate and promote   )

Strongly agree (106)

Agree (97)

Neither agree nor disagree (11)

Disagree (2)

Strongly disagree (1)

Don’t know (2)

Rather not say (1) 0%

1%

0%

48%

1%

44%

5%



Taking a definition of sustainable development as:

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”

To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements:
Please select one for each statement
 (Sustainable development is something which all university / college courses should 
actively incorporate and promote   )

Strongly agree (85)

Agree (97)

Neither agree nor disagree (28)

Disagree (4)

Strongly disagree (3)

Don’t know (2)

Rather not say (1)

1%

1%

39%

44%

13%

0%

2%



Taking a definition of sustainable development as:

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”

To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements:
Please select one for each statement
 (Sustainable development is something all course tutors should be required to 
incorporate within their teaching   )

Strongly agree (49)

Agree (69)

Neither agree nor disagree (59)

Disagree (27)

Strongly disagree (10)

Don’t know (4)

Rather not say (1) 0%

2%

5%

22%

12%

32%

27%



Taking a definition of sustainable development as:

“Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs”

To what extent, if at all, would you say that you personally agree with the following statements:
Please select one for each statement
 (Sustainable development is something which I would like to learn more about )

Strongly agree (71)

Agree (77)

Neither agree nor disagree (46)

Disagree (11)

Strongly disagree (2)

Don’t know (10)

Rather not say (2)

5%

1%

32%

35%

21%

5%

1%

You said you would like to learn more about sustainable development.  Please tell us why you 
would like to learn more in the box below.
Please write your answer in the box below

It will impact me  in the future so it is best to be prepared.

It will help shape largely my desire to bring about good leadership in the public health sector.

To understand my long term choices in relation to it.

I believe in my area of interest, it would be very important as any position in my field will have financial
constraints imparted on them.

id like to learn so that i am better informed and can choose to act on the knowledge i have.

i would like to help my society be more responsible and give something back

Media and other organisations focus more on the problems rather than the possible solutions to them
or paint one solution as the final one when there are alternatives. In order to achieve sustainable
development people need to know what it is, what our options are, and then to have a discussion on
the best way forward.

As knowledge is power and I would like to help make a change



You said you would like to learn more about sustainable development.  Please tell us why you 
would like to learn more in the box below.
Please write your answer in the box below

as i do not know much about it and feel it is something i should know about

I think I don't know enough about it and maybe that's why I don't care so much for it as I probably
should

In whatever i may be doing in my life I will always want to think about how my current actions may
impact future individuals.

Because I want to know if it is actually possible to stop men from wrecking the planet or if everything is
doomed.

I feel uninformed on the issue.

Because doing everything while planning to do it for the long run is more beneficial that the short run.

Its important to know how to help the world.

Because it is the only way the world will proceed without further damage to the world

Because my answer was a bit different from the one you gave me in the next question. I never heared
of a definition of sustainable developement and would deffenetly want to get some more information
on that how it works and a bit about it's importance

Learn more relevant skills not just to career but also in life.

How it is relevant to nursing

I would like to be better informed on how I can alter and shape my lifestyle to be more sustainable.
Although I am fairly informed already, I feel many are not aware and it is therefore something I would
love to be taught through universities to ensure people are made aware of their environmental impact.

I believe the way most companies work at the moment they are very short sighted and will plow on
until there is no way they can continue to grow whilst damaging anything in the process

Because it’s imprtant for the future

So that I can make informed choices that support rather than harm the environment. So that I can
inform others. Because it is vitally important and everyone should know more!

I have to for my degree

I feel it is an important subject to learn about in order to understand and look after our planet

As it is important to protect the environment

To have a better impact on the planet.

Because it is something that I had limited education on when in school so would like to do more when
teaching in the future

to help the world

It is important to consider using alternatives in future job roles, how to improve the society we live in
and improve the future for the next generation

Its a modern day issue that consistently comes up during debates

It is important to care for our environment and natural resources

Personally I find sustainable development very interesting and it will be involved in my future chosen
career.

It's a huge subject and is something I will learn about more in my course

because I think it is important subject of the future

because i will be working within property hopefully

How can I make a change ? And bring that change into the future.

i would like to know how i can make a difference, if i understand it i may find it easier to incorporate it
into my lifestyle



You said you would like to learn more about sustainable development.  Please tell us why you 
would like to learn more in the box below.
Please write your answer in the box below

So that I am able to progress into my field without damaging the environment I live in.

What I can do

as it would be very beneficial to learn more about it for my course.

I am a geography graduate so it’s a topic I am interested in

Because I care about the future

Because it will be good for my personal development

I don't think I have learnt much about this in my previous years of education, and I think it is a vital part
of today's society to learn about.

It is something I don’t know a lot about so would like to learn more

I am doing a product design course and I want to incorporate sustainable practices and materials in
my designs.

Turbulent years, win-win situation, care for next generations, pure legacy, competitive advantage

I think it's important and our duty to teach young people about the importance of sustainable
development for the future. As I studied Geography at A Level I know about it anyway but I think all
students can benefit from learning about it.

I have dealt with carbon reduction in my projects previously, but it is a rapidly evolving field so i would
like to keep up to date with latest developments.

It’s an important area and something many people think about

In relation to Events as my course is Events Management.

As an aerospace engineer, I believe that it is important for future aircraft to be designed and
manufactured to a much higher sustainability specification than they are currently in order to reduce
the harmful effects on the environment (e.g. the volume of pollution), however a lot of research is
required in order to do this.

Because it seems an important part of being able to continue life in a better way

Technology may be an important factor to the way sustainability is handled in the future.

it is important to learn about it

renewable energy

Learn about ways in which we can think about a long term plan and how we can teach younger
generations to care more.

I only have a basic understanding of this topic and would like to be able to know about it in at least a
little more depth.

I want us to work better.

I think it's important to go about things in a way in which we can continue to do so in the future and live
within our means.

How can we incorporare sustainable development in healthcare when a lot of equipment can only be
used once and then is thrown away

So I can make a difference, if my employer does not do it now, then maybe I can make the change to
implement sustainable development for the future.

To enhance my learning and to learn how our actions make an impact across the globe.

Expand knowledge

to help ensure the future doesn't fall apart

It’s something all young people should discuss



You said you would like to learn more about sustainable development.  Please tell us why you 
would like to learn more in the box below.
Please write your answer in the box below

Its a hot topic for the future and it works well to incorporate into my course and any future job i may
have

I am interested in the use of sustainable resources, once invested in, most, like tidal energy are free to
obtain. This is much cheaper for the country than paying others to obtain fossil fuels that are
damaging the planet

what projects are going to be done in order to raise awareness about sustainable development

Because it is going to make a difference to the future.

Because I care about the environment and believe our generation destroying much of it

I feel that sustainable development will help improve the Social Services sector by increasing its
methods of working with the public whilst incorporating the even decreasing public funding

it will improve our future

It is a pressing issue for this generation. Climate change is inevitable at this point, so it is important to
ensure that it stays within a limit which both humans and nature can cope with.

already active trying to build support for it.

During GCSE I had studied Geography and during that time learning about sustainable development
was very interesting, however after that I had not managed to learn any further on the topic

To bring about a positive change in the future, in order to be able to help create a better life for the
next generation.

its important to lean more about sustainable development so we have more knowledge and can be
part of the changes which occur all around us.

The survival of future generations is somewhat important to the human race

How it is put into practise and the research around it

How can I, for example, put pressure on companies that destroy the planet? And why is palm oil in
everything in the UK?!

To find out how I can contribute.

For future endeavours in my future career.

protecting nature and the environment is a top priority for me

How to get involved in projects and knowing and understanding how to sustain a venture

I would like to learn more about Financing for development.

It's what I'm studying!

How i can personally play a part in ensuring sustainable development.

Because in order to achieve that goal, people need to learn what it is, and through that how to achieve
it.

Because it is a very relevant subject to our world today and I find it to be a very interesting topic to
study.

Sustainable development has an impact in all parts of life. Whether that's in building,  medication
production,  reducing waste or becoming more efficient with what we have,  everyone has a part to
play and can help in small ways

So I can apply these skills to myself and improve my abilities in the best way possible

It is a key part of my human geography course.

As I have not come across this term before

important for our generation and those to come



You said you would like to learn more about sustainable development.  Please tell us why you 
would like to learn more in the box below.
Please write your answer in the box below

It can encourage generations to take sustainable development seriously, while educating and ensuring
that future generations are in a position where they will have not to worry about sustainable
development as it would become second nature to them.

Competitive edge.

Ways to promote sustainable development in our everyday life to inculcate this in the future
generations

how are we going to achieve the goal? how are we going to enforce others to do the same? People
generally prefer taking the easier way out then do something extra to help as it waste time or they say
they don't have time.

Do you have any suggestions on what actions you would like to see your university / college 
take to improve its performance on sustainable development?
Please write your answer in the box below

NO

As little waste as possible, recycling, food waste, sustainable energy - solar panels, turbines etc.

Zero waste canteens?

More designated smoking areas so that impact is less

Having elective courses to which forms part of course works completing a module

no

Unfortunately I do not.

Set challenges for students that incorporate themes related to SD, e.g which group can come up with
a practical idea that can be developed on campus.

every class should have a compulsory activity about sustainable development

More of a council thing but more recycling options, I'm throwing more stuff in the bin in Bristol then I
used to in Northampton because we were able to recycle more stuff in Northampton when compared
to here.

Dim

a society about it

no

to reduce paper use

More active promoting of the sustainable development activities as an Integral part of UWE and being
a student at UWE.

Not really.

None

N/A

Talks in uni to spread awareness.

The way the University conducts itself at the moment, is beyond expectation

I would like to see, but need a little bit more educaton on understanding what sustainable
developement actually means

My university has been doing a great job. If I'm to suggest, I would suggest my university to
continuously involve more and more relevant activities that is regarding to our studies and career wise.

no



Do you have any suggestions on what actions you would like to see your university / college 
take to improve its performance on sustainable development?
Please write your answer in the box below

eclectic buses. less field trips oversees and more in the UK.

no

Eco friendly buildings

Run more events, ensure buildings are sustainably run

I would like it to ban all single use plastics from being used within departments and outlets. I would like
it to ensure that all courses have sustainability content.

UWE has great sustainability

I think it does it pretty well but there should be more communication to students about it.

More information built into courses and fun and engaging events to get students interested

no

raising awareness through campus events

recycling

#NAME?

No

I can suggest it but I don't think it will change much

Include a bit on intranet about what they are doing with regards to this

no

Eye catching posters and fun short meetings to try and get people to come.

My university does promote sustainable development however it could be incorporated into some
courses that can relate to it eg sciences, law, social sciences and politics etc.

More chances to get involved in learning about this topic.

no

More local procurement and less food waste from corporate events. Use crockery instead of
throwaway cups at conferences.

Promote it in lectures

Not really.

n/a

No

Incorporate this topic into already taught topics within courses. Promote it within university events.
Make a bigger deal about it!

instead of telling us how to do it...the university should show us/demonstrate how to implement it

Just to promote it in the student union

Not sure

More social and economic initiatives to teach majority of students. Advertise better workshop and
services that being offered. Easier accessible..

UWE are already good at encouraging sustainability

Widen the parking restriction zone and reduce the amount of printouts

It's too early on in the course to make an informed suggestion, however sustainable development
should be encouraged to be included in any research based assignments (where appropriate).

More visible recycling points, more opportunities to recycle items such as printer cartridges, batteries
etc. Less use of plastics. More promotion of sustainable goods and the impact of alternatives.



Do you have any suggestions on what actions you would like to see your university / college 
take to improve its performance on sustainable development?
Please write your answer in the box below

educate students more

get more students involved in community gardens and environment etc

Workshop afternoon in groups and how to mindmap different ideas using minimum resources

Nope, they seem to be doing a pretty good job of it already.

Lectures for education  Examples of how the uni is currently focusing on sustainable development and
how we can get involved

More distance learning courses. These could cut the emissions of students commuting to
university/college, and for tutors/academics having to travel more frequently for live lectures.

Only if it relates to the course

Creating awareness by having events, sending emails and having briefing sessions etc

No

direct that term to food

No

Using some of the departments of the university to assist in developing sustainable energy technology,
which isn't an eyesore on the UK's landscape

no

no

Advertise and promote its sustainable achievements to students and the public.

Incorporate more theory and knowledge that can directly be transpired into practice

weekly workshops or lectures for all years to attend (like a big event) that we can go to and learn
about it

Incorporate it into learning, as well as into the general ethos of the university.

less plastic and packaging waste

I think my university already takes quite a few steps in promoting and engaging in sustainable
development

Organising field trips and presentation talks to give students more information about Sustainable
Development.

N/A

open a society, hold meetings etc introduce into course

Promote vegetarianism or eating less meat

Speak about it more!

LED lights throughout

n/a

Green peace day and plant a tree day

No.

N/A

Reduce landfill waste by barring campus coffee shops from using non-recyclable coffee cups. Offer a
discount/incentive to those who bring their own reusable coffee flasks/take out cups. Ban using non-
recyclable polystyrene in any campus based cafe/food hall, use recyclable alternatives instead eg.
cardboard, recyclable plastic. Place water dispensers around the university to encourage students to
bring in a refill their own water bottles rather than buying bottled water.



Do you have any suggestions on what actions you would like to see your university / college 
take to improve its performance on sustainable development?
Please write your answer in the box below

Improve it's environmental policies; i.e. not having the campus lighting/heating on excessively/installing
sufficient renewable energy sources to support a significant part of its usage.

More incorporation into lectures and more events around uni to highlight its importance.

How to teach children about it all

Have more student led project based assignments built into the course

None.

Promoting green energy use

to incorporate it into learning

No.

Compulsory fun activities linked to that which at the same way make the students realise the
importance of promoting sustainable development

extra curricular courses or society as not everyone is interested

I dont know unfortunately.

Stop wasting money on limited scope initiatives just to look good in survey results. More contact time

Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Accountability and ethics                           )

Primary education (18)

Secondary education (80)

College (77)

University (95)

I've not learnt this yet (23)

Don't know (13) 7%

12%

39%

48%

41%

9%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Biological diversity and nature)

Primary education (53)

Secondary education (147)

College (65)

University (54)

I've not learnt this yet (15)

Don't know (12) 5%

7%

24%

67%

30%

25%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Citizenship and democracy)

Primary education (24)

Secondary education (115)

College (69)

University (56)

I've not learnt this yet (29)

Don't know (18) 8%

13%

11%

53%

32%

26%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Consumerism, global and ethical trade)

Primary education (7)

Secondary education (85)

College (75)

University (73)

I've not learnt this yet (45)

Don't know (9) 4%

20%

3%

39%

34%

33%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Corporate social responsibility / business ethics)

Primary education (5)

Secondary education (44)

College (59)

University (81)

I've not learnt this yet (60)

Don't know (13) 6%

28%

2%

20%

27%

37%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Cultural diversity and equality)

Primary education (50)

Secondary education (126)

College (88)

University (105)

I've not learnt this yet (13)

Don't know (12) 6%

6%

23%

58%

41%

48%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Ecosystems and ecological principles)

Primary education (51)

Secondary education (133)

College (61)

University (37)

I've not learnt this yet (29)

Don't know (13) 6%

13%

23%

61%

28%

17%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Rural and urban development)

Primary education (18)

Secondary education (122)

College (55)

University (46)

I've not learnt this yet (34)

Don't know (14) 6%

15%

8%

55%

25%

21%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Social justice )

Primary education (15)

Secondary education (87)

College (71)

University (80)

I've not learnt this yet (37)

Don't know (16) 7%

17%

7%

40%

32%

36%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Health and wellbeing)

Primary education (78)

Secondary education (148)

College (90)

University (98)

I've not learnt this yet (14)

Don't know (7) 3%

6%

35%

67%

41%

45%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Human rights  )

Primary education (33)

Secondary education (124)

College (84)

University (86)

I've not learnt this yet (20)

Don't know (11) 5%

9%

15%

56%

38%

39%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Climate change)

Primary education (68)

Secondary education (158)

College (73)

University (58)

I've not learnt this yet (9)

Don't know (9) 4%

4%

31%

72%

33%

26%



Thinking of your time in education so far, which of the following issues been covered in the 
teaching and where were you studying when this happened?
Please select all that apply
 (Waste, water, energy)

Primary education (77)

Secondary education (147)

College (64)

University (64)

I've not learnt this yet (11)

Don't know (9) 4%

5%

35%

67%

29%

29%

What impact, if any, has learning about any of the issues in the previous question had on you 
personally?
Please write your answer in the box below, thinking about how learning affected your 
day to day lifestyle as well as bigger changes such as your values and your aims for 
your future career

It's made my outlook and perspective broader when approaching situations - short and long term.
Whether for me personally or what impact my decisions are having on others on a micro or macro
scale.

I believe that my beliefs and values were already aligned with my learning. If anything it has only
strengthened them and made me more aware of issues which previously I had not thought about.

Learning about how simple it is to recycle and why it is needed has led me to think about what i throw
away, how it could effect ecosystems if i dropped litter or put everything in general waste.

well being is an important subject i would like to know more, and I think will really help people to help
them realize about the problems and actions to take.

Very little. Most issues were briefly taught in Secondary School but not in much detail and with no
passion from the teachers. College taught me a little more but mainly about different groups of
people's views on these things and with very little emphasis on how these ideas are/can be applied by
ourselves.

Rwy'n cofio popeth a ddywedodd fy athrawon am newid hinsawdd a peryglon gwastraff ac yn poeni
amdanynt pryd mae'n rhaid i mi gwagio biniau. Rwy'n ymdrechu o hyd i beidio bod yn rhan o diwylliant
hiliol, rhiwiaethol pan yn trafod pryderon pobl.

It was part of my core studies and made me realise that by doing little things we can help and make a
difference

feel like i am more aware that these issues are very real and relevant to everyone



What impact, if any, has learning about any of the issues in the previous question had on you 
personally?
Please write your answer in the box below, thinking about how learning affected your 
day to day lifestyle as well as bigger changes such as your values and your aims for 
your future career

I think I was taught about about energy in high school and was too young to appriacte it

It had made me excessively anxious.

Interesting topics

It certainly reduces any free time I might have daily, but it also widens my view towards the knowledge
I may yet to discover

Made me change the way i behave towards the environment.

It has helped me develop my out view, on any project or task I now undertake.

I realized that new information that I catch during the day I can fit it into my daly basis. Some of the
new facts brings me knowledge to life that I can use and advice others

Not sure

Learning may affect my lifestyle when its time for me to balance my time. It's a challenge for my time
management skills when it come to study life, social life, and work life.   However, these changes
positively affect y future career when It comes to managing skills, communication skills and adaption
skills. I'm sure I can manage my work well in the future because of my 'training' in my university life.

A better understanding of the people i work with

I currently study Environmental science with the aim to go into renewable energy or into better
effective agricultural methods. I am also weary of my impact on the environment and have taken to a
vg/ve diet and do not drive. Becoming educated on such matters has meant that I take a personal
stance and think more about my personal impact on the environment.

none

Not a massive change, but I will waste very little water if I can.

Na

Human rights is a career area I aim to go into after finishing university

Learning about environmental damage at secondary school made me aware of issues and inspired me
to want to contribute towards caring for the environment and to think about my individual impact.
Learning outside of academic institutions has inspired me to make changes in my own life and
responsible choices as a consumer. All my learning has made me strongly value our planet and all it's
inhabitants and want to protect it, especially for future generations.

Learning about climate change made me enter my current course

Made me think more about where stuff comes from food etc.

I don't think it has affected me much at all.

It has made me more aware of how my actions affect the environment and world around me

its makes me more aware about the things around me

Try to save energy to prevent climate change

none

Ethics: As a paramedic there will be numerous ethical issues to put into consideration when on the job,
to provide the correct care to any patient despite their background and in regards to interpersonal
skills.

These issues have always been a key part of the way I think due to both my families views and
therefore my teaching. I have been brought up as a kind and respecting person who cares about all,
and treats all equally; with educated political and economic views of the world. However without this
teaching and upbringing I do not believe I would be as kind, caring or sympathetic to most people nor
care about the treatment of those I do not directly come into contact with.



What impact, if any, has learning about any of the issues in the previous question had on you 
personally?
Please write your answer in the box below, thinking about how learning affected your 
day to day lifestyle as well as bigger changes such as your values and your aims for 
your future career

I think I am a better person because of it and I am more aware about my environment.

made me recycle more

We only use renewable energy sources for our home electricity and gas

Not sure as havnt had time to think about it.

It has taught me everything, it hasnt given me many aims in terms of a career but its given a rough
idea of what i want to learn about, and things i would look into in my own free time as well as things id
like to learn about in class

Knowing about things like this from a young age meant that I was aware of the impacts as a child so I
didn't develop damaging habits and views that would hinder my development as an adult.

it had a big impact as I now take these into account when it comes to my assignments

I’m constantly thinking about where my food and other purchases are produced. I aim to only spend
my money at companies that demonstrate environmental efforts and corporate social responsibility.

Has made me think about people other than myself

Made me think a lot of my own actions and has helped me to act more responsibly.

Very little

Without learning about some of these I don't think I would have such a strong want to help and teach
others within my desired career.

It has made me think about my actions such as health and wellbeing. I've been looking after myself
more than I used to.

It helped me to understand how to deal with real life situations, especially during my placement. For
my future career, it will help me to adapt better as I am knowledgeable about the environment, human
rights and many more.

It has made me aware of different factors that affect the world and people and I have taken it upon
myself to actively be aware of these and change it where and when I can

Helped me realise that I would like to be in a position or job that can help people in some way at the
end of my degree

Self development, sustainable mindset, weighing ethics maturely, care and fight for equalities and care
about environmental damage.

Has me more aware of the issues around me

Most of the issues dealt with in secondary school didnt affect me too much, as it was not in depth. I
think the biggest impact has been mostly isses realting to nature, and not humans, for which i feel we
have more responiblity to nature, animals and the earth than other humans. In my current career, I
now aim to learn about more carbon reduction and ecological issues than social issues.

CSR has had an impact on my future career in deciding to go for a company that is ethically and
socially responsible.

Discussion of these issues enables students to become aware of them, however quite often it seems
that people are not overly bothered if they can not see it happening directly in front of them. Learning
of these issues made me question topics and choices more.

Having a greater awareness of social issues and how these impact on the everyday lives of people,
social/occupational injustice, deprivation and apatite.  How my future practice can affect local
communities and how this can impact on national issues.

It has made me think about things more, become more open-minded

There needs to be change diversely



What impact, if any, has learning about any of the issues in the previous question had on you 
personally?
Please write your answer in the box below, thinking about how learning affected your 
day to day lifestyle as well as bigger changes such as your values and your aims for 
your future career

realise the importance of personally dealing with climate change, acting by yourself

Ever since I have been more aware about the waist I make, how can I recycle it and what impact it
makes.

In particular with water, I am a lot more careful when it comes to wasting water as I studied geography
and understand this in a lot more depth.

Having learnt of climate change and the effect we have on it's increasing intensity, I have tried to be
more careful with how much energy and water I use. Plus I try to recycle when I can.

I am more aware of how my actions affect other people and the environment and as such have made
some limited conscious efforts to act in a more sustainable way.

Feeling a stronger responsibility for the effect I have in this earth.

It has made me stop and think about the consequences of my actions on a larger scale before
continuing, and either stop that action or modify/change it.

Made me think before doing certain things.

....

Not sure

It has made me aware of my own carbon footprint, how I can control my use of energy and reduce
waste

N/A

To take responsibility for one's actions

Being able to see and understand the various ethical diversities and their requirements within society,
these being met or not being met leads to issues of human rights and equality. Vital for my role as a
social worker

It's made me be more open minded and aware

I aim to use as little product and electricity/gas as much as I can in a day. Heat the house less, turn
lights off, etc. I use public transportation. I have left a job before as they didn't care to make similar
changes or reduce the waste sent from their construction sites. I would be seeking out a future which
would have these things at their core. Helping others and the environment towards a better
sustainable future.

I am politically active as a result of this learning

Although I may not always act on it, things that I have learnt, especially during primary school, have
always been in my subconcious. For example, when filling up the kettle, I only pour the amount of
water that I need in order to save energy

Learning about different cultures and ecosystems have made me see the world as a bigger place. It
has taught me that everything in the world matters and to prevent damaging the world we call home.

learning gives us something to do throughout the day, even if it is just watching a short youtube clip.  it
allows us to value our lives a bit more as we learn how science works and it makes us more ambitious
when it comes to pursue our future careers just knowing little facts, it makes us a much more
interesting person as a whole

I am more conscientous of wasting resources

You become more aware of impacts which changes the way you think and lifestyle. Also to incorporate
your knowledge to do better things



What impact, if any, has learning about any of the issues in the previous question had on you 
personally?
Please write your answer in the box below, thinking about how learning affected your 
day to day lifestyle as well as bigger changes such as your values and your aims for 
your future career

Learning about these issues in my education didn't have any impact on me since it was mostly dry
knowledge. What I know I know mostly from newspapers and internet. I also try to learn more and
consider impact of my field (visual communication and printed media) on the enviroment. I think that
my lifestyle choices that are a result of being somewhat concious of enviromental matters are:
vegetarianism, recycling even when I stay in places where I don't have to, wearing mostly second-
hand clothes, not buying gifts during holiday season, not wasting food.

In university I think about how I could do my job more sustainably. Not Wasting water, turning off lights
etc.

Learning is an important process that everyone naturally has to go through. Its the next stage of
learning where you learn about how you can better yourself and become more intellectual to aid in
getting a good job.

n/a

day to day I want to make a change as much as I can to make it a better world

Moral purpose.

None.

I've reduced my energy use at home, driven my car less and gone vegan. (Do I get a prize? seriously
though, I have actually done all these things )

I am more aware of the impact of my personal actions and decisions on wider society and the
environment. I would like to help balance out social inequalities whilst working in education and social
care.

My awareness and concern of such issues as social justice have led me to pursue a teaching career.
As a teacher I can have an impact on children who need support and improve their future
opportunities.

All that I've learned about those issues has helped me to understand how to be a useful member of a
community and what skills I have that I can use to benefit myself and others.

I make effort to recycle take public transport. I always consider ethical implications and have
volunteered abroad to help those less fortunate and try to tackle inequality

I feel I have developed a strong set of moral values that guide me in difficult situations but also in daily
living to be responsible for my actions and help others where I can

The issue is covered early in your education but is constantly reiterated throughout your education
career. Some companies don't value the idea as closely as others.

A bigger drive to make a difference.

It has encouraged me to think about other issues where many people seem to forget about. Actively
encouraging education about certain areas such as diversity and basic human rights.

Think more about the impact I have on these issues.

Made me realise that each day counts to make a difference

Hopefully once I learn more,  I can choose companies in the future that has similar aims and values for
the environment. There aren't a lot of companies in Asia like that as in European Countries.

It gave me a better understanding of whats going on around me.

None



Still thinking about your experiences in education so far, what place where you have studied...  
Please select one only
 (Acted to reduce it's negative impact on the environment and society the most? )

Primary education (age 5 -11) (26)

Secondary education (age 11 - 15) (60)

College (age 16 and over) (36)

University (age 17/18 and over) (73)

I've not learnt this yet (8)

Don't know (16) 7%

12%

33%

16%

4%

27%

Still thinking about your experiences in education so far, what place where you have studied...  
Please select one only
 (Encouraged you to think and act to help the environment, and other people the most?)

Primary education (age 5 -11) (33)

Secondary education (age 11 - 15) (56)

College (age 16 and over) (34)

University (age 17/18 and over) (76)

I've not learnt this yet (10)

Don't know (10) 5%

5%

15%

26%

16%

35%



Which of the following best describes how you think about yourself?
Please pick one

Man (87)

Woman (129)

In another way (3)

Rather not say (2)

39%

58%

1%

1%

Which of the following statements best describes you?
Please pick one

I am a UK citizen studying in the UK (187)

I am an international student from within the EU
studying in the UK (8)

I am an international student from outside the EU
studying in the UK (24)

I would prefer not say (2)

85%

4%

11%

1%



What other volunteering activities, if any, have you ever taken part in?

Please think only about volunteering you have completed outside of formal school, 
college or university hours
Please select all that apply

Sports club or team    (90)

Art, drama, dance or music club / group    (64)

Scouts, Guides or other youth group    (64)

Duke of Edinburgh Award scheme    (56)

Army Cadet Force or Corps    (20)

Club or group that helps my local community
(75)

Club or group that helps the environment    (30)

National Citizen Service    (3)

Other volunteering opportunity    (88)

None of these - I have never volunteered (27)

1%

9%

35%

41%

29%

29%

26%

14%

41%

12%



If you live in the UK outside of term time, please let us know the first part of your home post 
code.

We will only use this information for this research and will never send you anything by 
post as a result of providing this information here.

Please write the first part of your home post code in the box below e.g. NUS' post code 
is WC1X 8QB so WC1X should be entered.

gl206ba

TQ14

dt7

CR6

E8

EX32

PO31

Bs7

BS23

bs6

Bs8

FIeldgrove Cottage, BS30 6EJ

OX7

Ba3

Bs16

BS8

BH11

SN3

Bs16

Bs16

CF24

RG4

BH7 6HA

-

BS4

CV37

DT2

GL15

bs5 6jy

BS16

TR18 3NY

Bs16

BS6 6BP

BN3

BS3

BS22

bs15

BS37 6XR

BH24

GL10

Dt1

HR6

GL53

SN15 3FL

OX16

BS16

TW7

DE1

Po20

TR27

HP18

GL20 7DA

BS6

N21

46000

Bs34

L18

WR2

BS16

GU15

dy9

CF14

BS23

GL4

BS16

BS1

BS5 6EJ

BS7

SP8

BS9

RG31

BS16

BA11

Sa12

GL10

BS10

EX16

BS7

TR14

BS40

ld3 7re

BS34

Bs14

BS4

BS70UH

BS2

BS6

GL13

BN10

TA18 8HE

NP18 3SU

BS21

BS10

CF37

CB9 7YT

gl7

np19

Np16

NA

BS7



Please tick the appropriate boxes if you'd like to hear more from NUS in the following 
ways:

I'd like to hear about more opportunities to take
part in research (-)

I'd like to receive a copy of any report produced
on this research (66)

I'd like to hear more about the action NUS is
taking on sustainability (37)

87%

49%


